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Shades of the Sunbelt: Essays on Ethnicity, Race and the Urban South. Edited by Randall M.
Miller and George E. Pozzetta. Boca Raton. 1989. Florida Atlantic University Press. 1989. Pp.
xvii, 229. Maps. Bibliography. Index. Paper. $16.95.
Miller and Pozzetta have compiled a useful collection of essays on ethnicity, race and gender
in the urban south. The articles cover a wide range of topics. For example, Robert Harney
discusses Canadian migration to Florida, Deborah Dash Moore analyzes Jewish migration to the
sunbelt and Julie Kirk Blackwelder focuses upon the roles of gender, ethnicity and race in
southern cities. Although most of the articles are relatively unconnected to any overriding theme
in the entire collection, Miller’s initial overview essay on the development of the urban south
provides a good context for the essays that follow, and Pozzetta’s concluding piece on future
research possibilities does a useful job of tying the different articles together.
As is the case for practically any collection of essays, readers will find different articles more
appealing, based largely on their own interests and concerns. In addition to Miller’s and
Pozzetta’s pieces, this reader found most valuable the articles by Christopher Silver on
neighborhood changes in Memphis and Richmond, by Raymond Mohl on ethnic politics in
Miami, by Ronald Baynor on political change in four southern cities, and by Raymond Arsenault
and Gary Mormino on demographic and cultural changes in Florida. Each of these articles
focuses on important dynamics that influence contemporary urban southern environments. Silver
contends that although there still is little emphasis in either Richmond or Memphis on planning
neighborhood change to accommodate the working and lower classes, the neighborhood
planning process in both cities has become more open to competing groups. Mohl’s examination
of ethnic politics in Miami from 1960 to 1986 shows that ethnicity has played an increasingly
important role in structuring the city’s political conflict. It has been a factor, for example, in the
conflict over the structure of local government and in the city government’s personnel policies.
Baynor’s study of race and ethnicity in Atlanta, Miami, San Antonio and Houston suggests that
both factors have contributed to significant changes in the nature of urban politics since the
1970s. Arsenault and Mormino trace changing demographic, cultural and political trends in
Florida from 1880 to 1980 and emphasize that this state’s urban areas are now facing political,
economic and environmental instability.
The overwhelming impression that these articles leave upon the reader is that during the past
decade political conflict has intensified in many southern cities. The commercial and industrial
elite which dominated many cities for decades is being challenged by different forces, including
mobilized ethnic and racial groups. When one adds environmental and neighborhood groups into
the equation, one can expect continued volatility in southern, urban political alignments during
the 1990s.
Robert Kerstein
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